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Q1

Please check the boxes below.

I understand that the data collected by this survey will
be collated, stored and analysed in order to monitor
and report on progress towards the commitments made
in the Global Consensus Statement on Meaningful
Adolescent and Youth Engagement.
,

I understand that responses to this survey will be
published online (for the purpose of transparency)
unless I send an official communication outlining the
reasons why responses from my organization should
not be published.
,

I understand that the survey’s findings will be
synthesized across all respondents and published as a
summary report of collective progress and will not
specifically name individuals or organizations without
their prior written permission. The findings will be
promoted through digital networks for the purpose of
information sharing.

Q2

Organization name:

Adele Reproductive Health Foundation

Q3

First respondent’s name:

Gwewasang Martin

#10#10
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Collector:Collector:   Web Link 1 Web Link 1 (Web Link)(Web Link)
Started:Started:   Monday, June 08, 2020 4:07:51 AMMonday, June 08, 2020 4:07:51 AM
Last Modified:Last Modified:   Monday, June 08, 2020 3:35:00 PMMonday, June 08, 2020 3:35:00 PM
Time Spent:Time Spent:   11:27:0811:27:08
IP Address:IP Address:   129.0.99.27129.0.99.27
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Q4

First respondent's email address:

gwewasang@gmail.com

Q5

First respondent’s position:

Founder & CEO

Q6

Second respondent’s name:

Ngwafu Blessing Bih

Q7

Second respondent’s email address:

adele_healthcentre@yahoo.fr

Q8

Second respondent’s position

Lab Technician

Q9

How would you categorize your organization?

Youth-led initiative (all staff and volunteers are 30 years
old or under)

Q10

What is the geographical reach of your organization?

National

Q11

How would you describe your organization’s work? Please
check all relevant activities.

Programming and community outreach,

Service delivery

Page 3: Section 2 - Overview
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Q12

Please describe how your organization is implementing MAYE (no more than 350 words). Where have you done well,
and why? Where are you struggling most, and why?

Adele Reproductive Health Foundation has for the pass 20 years physically present in Mudeka, in the South West, Bafut in the North 
West Region, and Mambanda in the Littoral regions and implementing meaningful adolescent and youth engagement in sexual and 
reproductive health and rights (SRHR). We have done well in our effort to increasing adolescents’ and youth access to and use of 
modern contraceptives so as to reduce the rates of adolescent unwanted pregnancies and unsafe abortions which is on a rise in the in 
the hard-to-reach areas where we work. For young people, their SRHR is an important part of their lives, whether they are sexually 
active or not. We have done well in organizing training programs for youth. This has enabled them to be able to voice their needs, 
realities, and opinions. When delivering trainings, I have realized that young people have a different perspective about societal 
problems and they present innovative solutions to address them. Where we are still struggling is to engage young people from the 
beginning in the design and implementation of SRHR programs, and to enable them to make more informed decisions regarding their 
own sexual health and rights. The reason is that we had never had funding to support our organization to enable us meaningfully 
involve youth in SRHR related topics.

Q13

To what extent do you believe your organization’s work
reflects the definitions and principles of the Statement?

Agree

Q14

Where is your organization making the most progress? Provide an example.

Adele Reproductive Health Foundation is making the most progress in reproductive health training. We train young people in 
Reproductive Health and Family Planning methods that currently benefits more that 1 million people through a network of independent 
and public health facilities, organized women and youth groups, Cultural and Development Association, NGOs and grassroots health 
workers, schools, colleges, faith-based and universities, and for assuring the economically disadvantaged and underrepresented 
minority groups that even the most challenging global health problems can be overcome. But we need funding support to do better.

Q15

Does your organization have protection policies, protocols
and mechanisms in place to protect young people and
ensure their safety? [Principles 3, 5; Checklist strategy 9]

No

Q16

Please describe and/or provide links to the policies,
protocols and mechanisms here. (We urge you to share
links because concrete examples are needed by our
community.)

Respondent skipped this question

Page 4: Section 3 - Assessing progress on specific aspects of improving MAYE
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Q17

Does your organization have additional protection
mechanisms for adolescents under age 18?

No

Q18

Does your organization currently have a mechanism in
place for receiving feedback/complaints/concerns from
young people? [Principles 2, 3; Checklist strategy 3]

No

Q19

How does your organization respond to feedback? (Please
check all actions that apply.)

Respondent skipped this question

Q20

Does your organization have protocols, policies, and/or
mechanisms in place to ensure the equitable engagement
of marginalized young people? [Principle 4; Checklist
strategy 10]

Yes

Q21

Please indicate which marginalized/vulnerable groups are
included in your protocols, policies and/or mechanisms.
(Please check all included groups.)

Girls and young women,

Young people living with disabilities,

Young people living with HIV

Q22

Please describe the mechanisms in place to ensure equitable engagement of marginalized/vulnerable young people.

The mechanism we have in place is by giving decision-making power to young people and integrating them into all aspects of program 
development are vital components of ensuring meaningful participation. We ensure that we take into consideration the behaviors, 
aspirations and needs of women and men equally. It does not mean that women and men have to become the same, but that their 
rights, responsibilities and opportunities will not depend on whether they are born male or female. Feminism is an interdisciplinary 
approach to issues of equality an equity based on gender, gender expression, gender identity, sex, and sexuality as understood 
through social theories and political activism.

Page 7: Section 3 - Assessing progress on specific aspects of improving MAYE
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Q23

Please indicate the approximate percentage of your organization’s programmes and projects which focused on young
people in 2019. [Principle 4; Checklist strategies 1, 4, 5]

Percentage of programmes and projects focused on young
people in 2019

75 - 100 %

Q24

Please describe the frequency of participation by young people in your organization’s activities which focused on young
people in 2019. [Principle 4; Checklist strategies 1, 4, 5]

Participation in the design of programmes that affect them Always

Participation in the implementation of programmes that affect
them

Always

Participation in the monitoring of programmes that affect them Always

Participation in the evaluation of programmes that affect them Always

Q25

Please describe the type of support for young people’s engagement that your organization currently provides.

Strengthening young people’s capacity [Principles 1, 2, 4;
Checklist strategies 1, 6]

We often or always provide this type of support

Strengthening adults’ capacity to work with young people
[Principles 3, 5; Checklist strategies 6, 7, 9]

We often or always provide this type of support

Using understandable, respectful and accessible language and
communication methods for young people, including translation
or interpretation services for young people [Principles 2, 5;
Checklist strategy 7]

We often or always provide this type of support

Providing direct technical support for their initiatives and
projects [Principle 2; Checklist strategies 1, 6, 9]

We often or always provide this type of support

Fostering connections with broader networks [Principle 4;
Checklist strategies 4, 5]

We often or always provide this type of support

Mentoring (a more experienced/knowledgeable person guiding a
less experienced/knowledgeable person in a specific area)
[Principle 1; Checklist strategy 4]

We often or always provide this type of support

Q26

To what extent are young people represented in decision-
making bodies within your organizational structure?
[Principle 1; Checklist strategies 1, 2]

Fully: Young people are official members and there is
balanced representation in decision-making bodies (e.g.
board, steering committee)

Page 11: Section 3 - Assessing progress on specific aspects of improving MAYE
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Q27

Please briefly describe how young people are selected to participate in decision-making bodies.

We make a call for volunteers and those who present themselves are schedule for interview. During interview, we see the commitment 
of the people before we engage them

Q28

Please describe barriers preventing young people’s
representation in decision-making bodies.

Respondent skipped this question

Q29

Does your organization partner with youth-led
organizations and/or networks? [Principles 2, 3; Checklist
strategies 1, 2, 8]

Yes

Q30

Please briefly describe why your organization does not
partner with youth-led organizations and/or networks.

Respondent skipped this question

Q31

What type of agreement does your organization have in
place with your youth partners? (Please check all types
that apply.)

Memorandum of Understanding: a written agreement
with partners on mutually beneficial objectives of
broader cooperation and collaboration

Q32

Do you financially compensate the young people or youth-
led initiatives with whom you collaborate for their time
(excluding expenses for visas, transportation, etc)?
[Principle 4; Checklist strategies 1, 8]

Rarely

Page 12: Section 3 - Assessing progress on specific aspects of improving MAYE
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Q33

What enables your organization to financially compensate
young people for their time? (Please check all relevant
options.)

Internal financial policies

Q34

What hinders your organization’s ability to financially
compensate young people for their time? (Please check all
relevant options.)

Lack of donor requirement/encouragement

Q35

What types of financial support does your organization
provide to young people? (Please check all forms of
support that apply.) [Principle 4; Checklist strategies 1, 8]

My organization does not provide financial support to
young people

Q36

To what extent does your organization expect to
strengthen its MAYE work in 2020?

Partially

Q37

Please, elaborate on your answer to the previous question.

Not applicable

Q38

Did you have any problems in completing the questions in the survey? If so, please describe them.

not applicable

Q39

Aside from financial resources, what support does your
organization need to fulfil your commitment to MAYE?
(Please check all options that apply.)

Technical support,

Staff training

Q40

Please provide details about how the resources referred to in the previous question would be helpful.

It will help us to expand and take the project to another level

Page 17: Section 4 - Supporting organizations to advance MAYE


